
DIGITAL CREATIVE PROPOSAL  |



OUR TASK: STRATEGICALLY ACTIVATE THE KEEP CLIMBING 
CAMPAIGN ONLINE TO INFLUENCE THE DIGITAL HVC.



IN KEEP CLIMBING, WE’VE 
PROMISED TO “PROVE 
WE’RE NOT JUST BUILDING 
A BIGGER AIRLINE, WE’RE 
BUILDING A BETTER ONE.”



A BETTER AIRLINE DOESN’T 
GET BUILT IN A FEW 
DISCRETE STEPS. IT GETS 
BUILT HOUR BY HOUR, DAY 
BY DAY IN AN ENDLESS, 
GLOBAL SERIES OF ACTIONS.  



OUR PROGRESS TOWARDS 
BEING A BETTER AIRLINE 
WILL BE MEASURED IN 
METAL AND CLOTH. . .



. . . IN EVER-GREATER 
CHOICES . . .



. . . IN CONSTANTLY 
IMPROVING CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCES. . .



. . . IN OUR SPIRIT OF 
DEDICATION.



OFFLINE WE’VE MADE A 
PROMISE AND WE WILL 
SHOW OUR PROGRESS 
WITH MILESTONE 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS.

ONLINE WE CAN DELIVER 
EXPERIENCES, ESTABLISH 
CONNECTIONS, ENABLE 
INTERACTIONS, TELL 
MULTIPLE STORIES AT ONCE, 
FIT INTO THE CUSTOMER’S 
CONTEXT. 



IN DIGITAL, WE CAN 
CAPTURE THE ENERGY OF 
70,000 EMPLOYEES, THE
MOMENTUM OF A GLOBAL 
COMPANY WITH A SINGLE 
FLIGHT PLAN.



IN DIGITAL, WE CAN GO 
BEYOND A HANDFUL  
OF PROOF POINTS  
TO BRING TO LIFE  
THE MULTITUDE OF 
DAILY ACTIONS THAT  
FUEL OUR CLIMB.



IN DIGITAL, WE CAN LET THE 
HVC ACTUALLY EXPERIENCE 
THE RELENTLESS PACE OF 
OUR CHANGE IN REAL TIME.



IN DIGITAL, WE CAN LET 
THEM FEEL THE CLIMB.



BROADCAST 2.0
BE EVER-PRESENT, WHERE 
AND WHEN HVCS ARE 
HAPPENING.

CREATION
ENGAGE WITH BRAND 
UTILITY, CREATE BRAND 
ENGAGEMENTS THAT  
ADD VALUE.

INFLUENCE
ENCOURAGE HVCS  
TO SHARE THEIR STORIES, 
ADVOCATE FOR THE  
BRAND. INFLUENCE  
THE INFLUENCERS.



BROADCAST 2.0



ONE PRODUCT  
MANY APPROACHES
Each product’s story told from new perspectives. 

Finding fresh product angles and examples of real usage makes products 
more tangible. These banners show the real-time progress of our Wi-Fi 
rollout and the sheer volume of connected customers. Similar executions 
can be created for flat bed seats and future product enhancements. 
 
How does this prove we’re building a better airline? 

By visualizing the vast usage of our amenities through various stories,  
we prove our equipment upgrades are improving air travel. 



DAILY PROOFS
Broadcast the good news that happens every day.
 
Too often the only airline news we hear is negative, but Delta performs 
countless actions each day that make flying better on every flight. We’ll 
broadcast hundreds of interesting statistics daily from our global flights 
through a variety of digital media (banner, social, etc.).

 
How does this prove we’re building a better airline? 

By shining the spotlight on the volume of differentiated tasks unfolding 
24/7, we prove we’re making significant progress every day. 



LOCAL POINTS
Delivering hyper-relevant proof points to our priority markets.

Geo-targeted online advertising will feature real-time statistics of Delta’s 
70-year tenure in Atlanta. These messages proactively earn Delta good 
marks and increase loyalty amidst the turmoil of the Southwest and 
AirTran merger.  
 
How does this prove we’re building a better airline?

By quantifying the smallest details, we put perspective on how much 
we’ve done and continue to do in Atlanta. 



BIG PICTURE
A better airline, one improvement at a time.

This aggregate of the airline’s real-time pulse gives users a 30,000-foot 
view of upcoming initiatives, a to-do list of active projects, captivating 
industry accolades, and operational statistics. The dashboard lives 
behind distributed media, and is revealed upon user interaction to 
support the media’s proof point. 
 
How does this prove we’re building a better airline? 

By the variety and volume of these statistics, we’re proving Delta is a 
well-oiled machine that’s improving travel from every perspective.



ONE BILLION LIKES
Turning our customers into evangelists. 

 

The “like” button carries tremendous power as earned media, and as an 

indicator of social endorsement. To leverage its potential, we’ll use it as 

a call to action alongside all proof points (OLA, IFE, SMS, etc.). When 

customers click to “like” the communication, every member of their 

social network is notified through automated status updates, wall posts 

and tweets. This rebroadcasting increases the reach of each message, 

and lends valuable third-party endorsement. Customers are turned into 

advocates, and their network is exposed to our efforts. We’ll even install 

oversized buttons off line, at ticket counters, gates and  

sponsored events.  

 

How Does This Prove We’re Building A Better Airline?

Social advocacy and millions of thumbs up proves that our customers 

recognize we’re making the kind of improvements they truly care about.



PRODUCT CONTENT UNLEASHED
Mining valuable content as Keep Climbing proof points.

We will leverage valuable content and existing assets from digital 
innovations to promote products in a manner consistent with the Keep 
Climbing campaign. For example, the forthcoming delta.com product 
slide show content will be divided into short videos and distributed 
through rich media and other digital channels. It will reveal clear 
efficiencies and a level of uniformity across the brand. 

How does this prove we’re building a better airline?

By showing our customers tangible product amenities through  
engaging video tutorials, they’ll enjoy an improved experience at the 
airport and onboard.     



INNOVATE AND PROMOTE
Create buzz for e-commerce utilities and digital innovations.

The breakthrough utilities that streamline booking and create additional 
revenue for Delta are valuable proof points in themselves and should  
be leveraged within the Keep Climbing advertising framework. The  
example here broadcasts news of the upcoming facebook group-booking 
tool powered by Alvenda, and casts Delta as an industry leader in  
social e-commerce.

How does this prove we’re building a better airline?

This proves Delta is committed to technology improvements that 
empower customers. Efforts like this become the differentiators  
between good airlines and better ones.



RED COAT RESCUE ONLINE
There’s nothing a Red Coat can’t solve. 
 
Sometimes people have really bad days. And when they’re captured on 
video, they make for guilty-pleasure viral viewing. Here, we create faux 
news articles with video showing air travelers frustrated by unavoidable 
delays or other inconveniences. A banner ad featuring a Delta Red Coat 
is juxtaposed on the same page. Midway through the video, the Red 
Coat notices the commotion, and steps into the actual video to solve the 
customer’s problem. Once all is resolved, the Red Coat reaches up into 
the news article to change the title from “Traveler Flies Off Handle After 
Cancellation” to “Traveler Flies BusinessElite® After Cancellation.” 
 
How does this prove we’re building a better airline?

Users see that even when conditions are out of our control, Delta will 
find a solution. Our resolve in the face of adversity builds confidence and 
respect for customer service.

OPERATIONS -EXP



CASE CLOSED
Tweet Delta Assist resolutions publicly.

Currently, if a Twitter user has a complaint, @DeltaAssist responds 
with an invitation to resolve the problem behind close doors. As a 
result, users in the social realm see only the problem, not the solution. 
Problem-solving should be transparent and celebrated. By initiating 
“#deltacaseclosed,” Delta will create an active, real-time log of  
customer issues and how they’ve been solved.

 
How does this prove we’re building a better airline?

By re-tweeting these messages through @DeltaAssist, nearly 100,000 
engaged followers will see evidence that Delta follows through with their 
promise to build a better airline through improved customer service.

CUSTOMER SERVICE - MESSAGE



LET’S BUILD A BETTER AIRLINE  
It’s not the planes, it’s the people.
 
We’ll create 15-second employee testimonials declaring how “they’re 
personally building a better airline.” The content is then leveraged across 
a variety of tactics, including pre-roll, search results and the Delta 
YouTube channel. In a word, they’ll be everywhere. 
 
There will also be a highly interactive and buzz-worthy execution  
where an employee will seemingly respond in real time to any of the 
user-submitted comments about building a better airline. 
 
How does this prove we’re building a better airline?

By putting a human voice behind the many tasks ahead, we’re proving 
that solutions come from people not planes and that collectively, these 
people have the greatest impact on a better Delta.



PULLING TOGETHER
How many employees does it take to lift an airline?

We will film an event where employees are invited to hoist a 747 off the 
ground. As such a spectacular stunt, viewers will be amazed and share 
with friends. Behind the scenes footage will show the effort required to 
accomplish the feat, and bring to life the camaraderie, teamwork and 
spirit of employees. 
 
The employees involved will receive a special badge to commemorate 
this meaningful gesture.  
 
How does this prove we’re building a better airline?

Delta’s success rests not on a few individuals, but the entire workforce. 
This effort shows our commitment to teamwork, and to achieving the 
impossible in spectacular fashion.

EMPLOYEE - MESSAGE



CREATION



30,000 FEATS
 
Anything is possible at 30,000 feet on Delta. 
 
People love sharing personal details and one-upping friends. This 
engaging experience, powered by in-flight Wi-Fi, allows users to post 
to their network something they’ve accomplished at 30,000 feet. The 
clever declarations will beam across social channels, paid media, even 
GIDS and IFE. Other users will rank posts, with the most popular  
earning real SkyMiles. 
 
How does this prove we’re building a better airline?

Delta is enabling passengers to broadcast their achievements in a fun 
and rewarding way—all while promoting our achievement, the largest 
Wi-Fi equipped domestic fleet.

FLIGHT AMENITY - EXP



CO-CREATION OF JFK
Renovations for New Yorkers, by New Yorkers.

JFK isn’t just a terminal to New Yorkers, it’s their terminal. That’s  
why Delta is inviting them to be part of the new JFK. Large interactive  
video installations offer a vivid flythrough of upcoming renovations, 
including architect drawings, employee interviews, proposed new  
vendors and more. Customers can even view design choices, contribute 
feedback via mobile, facebook, or on-site touchscreens. 

How does this prove we’re building a better airline?

The makeover of terminal 4 is an improvement to air travel in itself. But 
by giving passengers a behind-the-scenes view and an avenue for their 
voices to be heard, Delta increases transparency and proves that our 
business is all about the people.

LOCAL - EXP



INFLUENCE



DELTA SKYPASS
SkyMiles members get exclusive perks from our sponsors. 
 
To leverage our sponsorships in the spirit of building a better airline, we 
will provide SkyMiles members with access to exclusive gated content 
on partner websites, such as news, advanced tickets sales, merchandise, 
and more.

How does this prove we’re building a better airline?

By enhancing our loyalty program, we improve a vital component of  
air travel—rewards—and create a desire to join SkyMiles.

SPONSORSHIPS - MESSAGE



HIGH FLYERS
Influencing our most loyal customers with the highest level of access. 
 
To create an elevated level of prestige and cultural mystique, not unlike 
that of the American Express Centurion card, Diamond Medallions are 
invited into an exclusive social circle. Their entry is a private facebook 
group through which they’re offered co-branded Delta/TED lectures, 
bespoke Gilt Group travel packages and connections to other like-
minded influencers. In flight, they receive special themed IFE  
experiences from Delta sponsors, such as a Tribeca Film Festival 
screening introduced by Robert DeNiro. 
 
How does this prove we’re building a better airline?

This is an opportunity to further enhance SkyMiles, form deeper 
relationships with our most influential customers, and give them a 
channel to share their ideas and feedback.

CUSTOMER LOYALTY -MESSAGE



FEEL THE CLIMB 



WHY DIGITAS



THE DIGITAS DIFFERENCE
Digitas creates active brands, ones that inspire consumers (and  
employees) to take action.

Digitas has a multitude of digital assets across the Publicis Groupe orga-
nization, with best-in-class social, mobile, media and creative.

Digitas has the greatest, and often first, access to content, utility,  
and digital media partnerships. 




